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Cyber Immune System Secure Operational Response 
(CISSOR)
Modeling the biological immune system for advanced security of 


























» “Widespread implementation and use of automated
self-healing control system architectures is a major
long-term milestone. Within ten years, ICSs detection
and response tools should have the capability of
performing real-time detection and response and should





























































































































































































































































































































































































categories: IgM, IgD, IgG, IgA, and IgE. 
» (Ig is	short	for	immunoglobulin,	also	known	as	antibodies.)	
» While these have overlapping roles, IgM generally is important for
complement activation; IgD is involved in activating basophils; IgG
is important for neutralization, opsonization, and complement
activation; IgA is specifically for neutralization in the gastrointestinal






» T cells have a variety of roles divided into two broad categories: CD8+
T cells or CD4+ T cells, based on which protein is present on the cell's
surface. T cells carry out multiple functions, including killing infected
cells and activating or recruiting other immune cells.
» CD8+ T cells also are called cytotoxic T cells or cytotoxic lymphocytes
(CTLs). They are crucial for recognizing and removing virus-infected
cells and cancer cells. CTLs have specialized compartments containing















































































» Specific works related to Artificial Immune
Systems (AIS) performed at the University of
New Mexico in Albuquerque can be considered




















An artificial immune system prototype based on Java
development was also employed for computer security
issues as a self-adaptive distributed agent-based defense
in 2002, with limited success (Harmer, 2002).
Though the agent approach in that work provided great
scalability, the prototype employed an approach to threat





Boukerche et al. employed mobile agent architecture for





















































































































































» FASTP	à FASTA	à BLAST






Bioinformatic classification converts sequences of
system behaviors or program instructions into text
strings to use for similarity searches which are
calculated using protein-sequencing tools. Similarity
leads to family groupings, attribution and rapid
identification (Oehmen, 2010). These can then be
used to locate previously unseen malware (0-day),


























































































» The use of diverse digital agents and moving
target defense is an important improvement
which greatly increases system effectiveness,
resistance to attack and potential for misuse.
Conclusions
Digital agent indirect communication is
an integral component that can allow
distributed components to interoperate
and request investigation from other
constituents, in order to respond very
rapidly to potential threats.
Opportunity	to	Collaborate
» This	work	is	still	in	initial	stages	at	this	point.
» We	are	very	interested	in	collaboration	with	
other	researchers	as	well	as	in	any	potential	
funding	from	various	sources.
» These	designs	be	can	translated	into	all	types	
of	networked	systems	in	any	environment.
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